
SPECIAL NOTE.-This c()lumn is designed for the general interest and in

struction of our readers, not for gratuitous replie.'j to questions o( a purely 

business or personal nature. We will publish such inquirzes, hOWel)er 

When paid for as advert�8ement8 at 1'00 a line, under the head of ,. BU8i.nes,fj 

and Personal." 

ALL ret'erence to back numbers mU8t be bV volu-me and 'Page. 

S. F. M., of Ill.-You can make a magic lantern with two 
fine sets of photographic portrait lenses ,that will give good sized im
ages. 

R. L. K., of --.-You should be able to get such a spring 
as you require made in any good machine shop. 

"V. H. B., of Va.-Your sugg�stion in regard to tramways is 
not new. 

J. E. B., of O.-The metallic specimen you sent is pure gale
na, a valuable ore of lead. The other two are barytes, extensively used 
for white paint. 

PURIFYING KEROSENE OIL.-N. L. & CO. can recover kero
sene, after using it to remove whale oil and grease, by distillation at a low 
temperature-say 130" to 150" Fahr. Probably the contaminated kero
sene, if in considerable quantity, can be sold to the refiners.-H. G. F., 
of Va. 

CmmENSATIO); ON \VINDOWS.-Let J. E. G. double the glass 
in his show windolv, leaving a space of one fourth of an inch between 
each pair of light:;. If he wishes to test the above, he can try it on one 
light or section of his window. -C. H. B. 

DrSCOLORA'l'ION OF BRICKS BY SMOKE.-Whitewash with sift
ed wood ashes; a douhle handful to the pailful will do the thing nil5ely. The 
ashes form a lye that acts upon the soot. A coloring matter can be added 
if deRirable, or the wall might be gone over by a man whose trade is called 
tucking.-C. H. B. 

\VEAR OF SLIDE VALVES.-If a valve'" diameter is five 
inches and it moves two inches, there is a space of three inches in the cen
ter, Srty over the ports, ahvay:-; covet'ed, and of course always under wertr; 
while there IS one inch, at either end of the stroke, that is under wear 
just h alf the time. If W. C. would overcome this, he must adopt a cylin
drical oscillating valve, which, properly constructed, wears tight.
R. H. A . •  of --. 

PmlPING \VA'rEn A LONG DISTANCE.-I would inform M. H. 
P., through your columns, that he can pump water the distance and rise 
he speaks of, and even fnrther. I can show him a pump that draws the 
water 280 feet horizantally and 27 feet perpendicularly. It has been in 
use four or five years, pumping water fl>r a farm yard, and has had no re
pairs until this seasoll.-E. A. P., ofVt. 

CE)mNT FOR A)fBER.-J. R. (query 13, November 18) can ce
ment or mend amber by smearing the surface of the pieces with linseed 
or boiled oil, and then strongly pressing them together, at the same time 
holding them over a ch:ncoal fit'e or he3.ting them in any other way in 
which they will not be exposed to injury.-C. E. B., ofN. Y. 

CANKER IN MOUl'H.-I would say, in reply to F. S. C., let 
him take one ounce of muriated tincture of iron, and add four ounces of 
water, and rinse his mouth frequ 'ntly with it. He willjhave no more 
can ker.-G. H. J., ofN. H. 

C.�NKER IN MouTH.-In answer to query No.7, No vember 
18, I would say to F. S. C. thrtt lacal application will atfur(l but temporary 
relief in cases of 0 bstinate sore mouth. If his trouble has been caused by 
the excessive usc of ball chewing tobacco, or by the arlhesion of tartar on 
his teeth, let him remove the cause, and then gargle with a strong solu
tion of white copperas (sulphate of zinc), using gr2at care not to sWJ.llow 
allY of the gargle, as it is a violent poison when taken into the stomach.
A. B. 

CANKER IN MOUTIL-If F. C. S. will follow this advice (and 
I suppose he will not) he will doubtless get rid of the canker, if he means, 
by that, sore spots about the tongue and mouth. These ulcers, simply 
symptoms of irritation of the stomach, cannot be cured but by removing 
the cause. Keep yourself a little h ungry, eat no swine's flesh, keep your 

bowels persi5tently free by opening diet, do not drink whisky. and j you 
will soon rejoice in a sound mUCOU5 membrane.-R. H. A., of --. 

AMALGAMATING ZINCS FOR BATTERY.-Lay the zincs upon 
some fiat surface or an earthenware plate, and wet them with dilated sUl
puric acid, say acid one P�1rt to wa.ter twelve parts. Then pour on some 
mercury and rub it on with the finger. If the mmcury rolls up in little 
round balls, add a few more drop5 of the acid solution. If S. H. intends 
to use the solution of sulph uric acid for his exciting fluid. the above will 
be the proportions of water to acid .-.J. F. of Ga. 

WORKS ON METALL URGY.-3. H. will find the " Manual 
of Electrometallul'gy," by Napier, and" Elem:mts of Electrometallurgy," 
by Smee, probably the best works nn the above subject. TtlC first named 
volume contains all he will require to know.-J. F., of Ga. 

COLORING GOLD.-To 0 btain the red color of fourteen carat 
gold in plating, prepare a solution of cyanide of gold and cyanide of cop
per, add the cyanide of copper to the gold solution, until the desired color 
is obtained. MOdeof application: use gold ofthe desired color. The cy
anirle of copper is prepared by adding cyanide of potassium to a s olution 
of sulphate of copper until the precipitate at first thrown down is redis. 
solved.-.J. S. G. S. 

Jtitutifit �mttitnll. 
BLACK FINISH ON BRASS INSTRUMENTS.-In answer to 

query in SCIENTIFIC A:\l:EUICAN of November 18th for process ot blacking 
brass work, as done on optical instruments, let C. D. procure a spirit 
lamp or gas jet with large fiame and a brass plate, also some nitric acid 
(not too strong, but strong enough to fume briskly) in which let him dis
sol ve silver and copper in the proportion of a piece of each 9,bou[ the size 
of a grain of wheat to a quart of acid. If he has much work to blacken, 
he should have enough_acid to dip his work into, after which it should be 
allowed to drain a minute. It will then be of a rough gl'een color. Then, 
having the brass plate heating ovet· the lamp, let hLu lay the article on 
it; if the plate be hot enough, his work will turn of a dingy, rough, scaly 
looking black in about fifteen minutes. Then let him take it oft' and let it 
get cold. Lastly,rub the surface and poJish with a little olive or other 
oil and a pie:e of soft leather. If only a few articles are to be blacked, 
use less acid, and rub it on with a cloth tied on the end of a stick.-D. L. 
B.,ofPa. 

HEATING SMALL STEEL ARTICLES.-Let P. L. S. place a 
black lead or common cast iron crucible (capable of containing two or 
four quarts) filled with lead, on a fire made of charcoal. The crucible 
should rest upon bars ofironju5t above the blast. Place a wall of brick 
around the crucible. leaving sufficient spacr.. between the wall and cruci
ble (say six or eight inches) to fill to the top of the crucible with charcoal. 
By leaving draft; holes in the brick wall at t)le b@ttom below the grate 
(made of the iron bars) on two or three sides, there will be suIDc.ien t draft 
to keep the lead hot. Place the shank of the knife bla de in the tongs, at 
right an2'les with the jaws, and let the tongs rest on th e top of the cruci
ble, while the knife blade is submerged m the heated lead. Have two 
pair of tongs, and put in a cold blade before taking out the hot one to 
worl'::. Grease the blade with some cheap greas3 which will prevent the 
lead adhering to the article. By having two or three pairs of tongs, the 
articles will heat as fast as they can be hardened. I have used the pro
cess for years when in the cutlery husiness in New England.-S. A. W. of 
Iowa. 

PUMPING \VNrI>:n FROM :LONG DISTANCES.-M. W. Q., of 
Mo., is mistaken in saying that II ten feet horizontal is equal to one foot 
perpendicular." The distance horizontally from which water is brought 
to a suction pump is of small consequence, if only the pipe bE' large 
enough to reduce the friction to a minimum; because friction is the only 
obstacle to the conveyance of water to any distance horizontally, if only 
the air be exhausted from one end of the pipe. All suction pumps that 
draw the water for a considerable distance horizontally or vertically 
should have a vacuum vessel. At every stroke of the piston, the entire 
column of water, of whatever hight or length, is put into rapid motion, 
and if there be no vacuum vessel, the motion of the colUmn is suddenly 
checked at the end of the �j,roke, and a great effort is required at the 
commencement of it to set the column into motion again. A vacu um 
vessel, which should be of ample capacitJr, will prevent all shock by the 
column at the end of the stroke, and all jerk at the beginmng of it. I ha ve 
now four pumps with vacuum vessels, driven by steam, all of them draw
ing fl uids horizontally with great ease, without jerk or shock. The vacu
um vessels, n my case, are simply pieces of gas pipe, two inches in diame
ter and four feet long, joined with the suction pipe just under the pump 
by an inch and a quarter connection. One pump, with leaden pipe, has a 
piece of leaden one and a h alf inch pipe,five feet long, soldered to the suc
tion in the same position. The action is perfect. The longer the dis
tance horizontally, the larger the suction pipe must be to a void friction. 
-N. D., of Me. 

[ Vre present herewith a series 0/ inquiries embracl-ng a varMty of topiCS of 

greater ar less general 'interest, The questions are s�mple, it 1B true, but we 

orefer to eUcI t Dract/cal answers (rom onr readers,] 

l .-RESISTANCE m' BHAS8 'TO PRESSUHE.-How much inter
nal steam pressure PCI' square inch will a cylinder, nine inches in diameter, 
thirteen inches long, made of twenty-four gage sheet brass, stand ?-J. S. 

2.-POCKET ELECTRIC BATTEHY.-Will some electrician 
inform me if 1 can make a battery small cnough to be carried in a coat pock
et, and powerful enough to give an electric light? A mere spark is all that 
is w anted. What is the best form of battery?-J. S. 

3.-TANNATE OF SODA.-In the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of 
October 28th, there is an article on boiler incrustation. Dr. J. G. Rogers 
recommends, as a preventive, tannate of soda; will he, or some one else, In
form me what quantity to use, say for a 40 horse boiler uSUlg 100 barrels 
water per day?-E. F. 

[DECEMBER 2, 1871. 

Under this heading we shall pulJlish weekly notes of Borne 0.1 the more promt" 

nent home and forez(Jn vatents. 

HAY TEDDKR.-John K. Collins, of Hartford, Vt.-This invention relates 
to a new manner of hanging the forks of a hay tedder, and is an improve
ment upon a patent granted to the same bventor, October 12.1869. The 
axle or cross beam of the hay tedder is supported by wheels and made part 
of a frame, in which are the bearings of a crank shaft, operating the forks. 
Rotary motion is transmitted from one or both of the wheels to the crank shaft 
by a gearing chain or other means. The cranks of the shaft pass through 
journals aflixed to the lower parts of rods, the upper ends of which arc 
slotted and connected with a pin, in the forked ends of levers, hinged to the 
axle or other part of the frarr·e. From the front ends of the levers are sus

pended. by a pin, the shanks of the fork. The lower part of each shank 
passes through a tubalar guide. The crank in revolving causes the rod to 
vibrate on the pin, and to impart, by means of the connection, the same 

Illotion to the fork. The fork is made self· adjusting to the formation of, and 
made to drop in actual contact with, the ground, to be most effective in 
operation. To the lower end of each shank is secured a ferrule, which cal'
ries at its lower end a transverse tube. Through this tube is fitted a short 
rod. around the ends of which wires, constituting the tines of the fork, arc 
wound. The upper ends of these wires are secured in small tubular sockets 
that project from the sides of the ferrule. 

WALKING PLANTER.-Nathan Earlywine, of CenterVille, Iowa, a,SSi"iIlOl' 
to himself and Charles A. Davis, of St. Louis, Mo.-This is a machine for 
seeding, distribution of fertilizers. etc., for corn, cotton, and other crops. 
The seed or fertilizer may be dropped in a continuou.; drill, or intermittent
ly as desired for crops grown on hills like cor.n. The machine is light and 
graceful in design, and seems a good and efficient one. 

SPARK ARRESTER FOR STEAM BOILER.-John Gates, Portland, Orcgoll.-

This invention consists in an improved spark arrester for steam boilers, in 
which the inventor takes advantage of the angle or turn which the ail' and 
smoke makes from the horizontal tubes to the perpendicular smoke stack. 
The greater velocity of the coals, owing to their greater weight, carries them 
pac:.t the lower entrance of the smoke stack to where there is an eddy, or at 
least insufficient dr:1ft to lift them, so that they will fall to the bottom or 

the smoke box. At this bottom there is a water well. On boats the same 
may be produced by cutting an opening or slot through the bottom 01 the 
boat, so that the coal, etc.., will fall dIrectly into the water that carries the 
boat. The water wellillay also be provided WIth two sets of inclined aper
tun�s or pipes, through one of which the water enters, while it cscapu<. 
through the other during th0. movement of the boat. A constant current ot 
water passes thus through the well, carrying off the coal and sparks. The 
well may, if desired, be of other construction, 80 as not to be connected with 
the bottom of the boat. It may, for stationary boilers or on locomotives, be 
only a plain water vessel. A wire or perforated screen is set in the smoke 
box at some distance from the tubes, so that the sparks are thrown under the 
screen, and are thereby kept from ascending the smoke stac:'. By this 
invention, it is claimed, the coals are arrested without making the smoke 
stack heavy; as the screen is set in the smoke box, with the exhaust above, 
less volume of vapor is carried through the screen than would be if it were on 
top, and it is also, therefore, less liable to foul. Tlle coals, when once 
dropped, never rise again as in other spark arresters, where they dance 
against the screen until broken fine enough to pass through. The well fur
nishes good opportunities for getting rid. of the blow off pipes and deadening 
the noise usually made by them. 

4.-GRAPE JUlcE.-Having a quantity of grape jnice, in 
casks, which is now f'2rmenting, I would like to know how to make it into 
good wine.-M. T. M. 

PERMUTATION LOCK.-Samuei C. Weddington, Jonesborough, Ind.-Each 
tumb:er is provided with a circle of holes with changeable pins, and a 
groove around its periphery. Each groove has a wire Bttached at one end 
to tile case of the lock, and by the other end to an adjustable nut blOCK on a 
screw. These tumb�ers are kept in their proper positions by the tension of 
wireB, and the tension is inerea'3e(l or diminished by adjusting the nut on the 
screw. Changes in the combination are made by ehangiilg the positions 
of one 01' more of the pins in the holes of the tumblers. By an arm on the 
spindle of the knob, the tumblers are turned and the bolt operated. A 
recess in the. bed tumbler receives the arm and gives it a hl)ld on the tLlm
bIer. This tumbler is of irregular form, one end. reaching to near the edge 
of the case, to which is attached a rod, the other end of which if'; attached to 
a bolt. The bolt is actuated by means of this rod, a'l the tumbler is tnrned 
by means 01 the arm on the spindle. Each of t h e  tumblers above the ned 
tumbler is provided with a slot, which admits the stem of a bolt wllen the 
tumblers are properly arranged. The shifting tmnbler has a recess in its 
under side, which receives the spindle 3rm as the kn)b is pre�sed in, by 
which means the shifting tumbler and the other tumblers are turned and 
adjusted to the proper position for receiving the stem of the bolt. The edge 
of the shifting tumbler is cut into a succession of arcs of circles correspond 
ing in number with the holes in the tumhlers,and is kept in position, and the 
changes are indicated, by means of a pulley which revol ves in the end 0 fa 
spring lever. In moving or adjusting the tumblers, the ar ill on the spindle 
will be in the recess in the sltiftingtumbler,and the tumblers are put in p()si
tion by turning the knob, the shifting tumbler serving as a dial, a single mark 
only for a starting point being necessary. As the shifting tumbler is turned, 

5.-FITTING MOLDING.-Can any of the readers of the 
SCIENTIFIC A.�l:ERICA:N give me a rule for fitting rake and crown molding 
or cornice, that will work to better advantage than sawing it up, which I� 
seldom an easy job, when the jet is wide and the �tagillg is narrow, as is often 
the case at the corners when jacks are used for a staging? - S. 

6.-BEES IN WINTER.-Will bees smother in their hives if 
they happen to get covered up with snow all winter? My bees are near a 
fence, on the summer stand, twenty inches from the ground. and the hiveS 
ventilated from bottom only. How much honey wlll a stock consume in a 
winter ?-.J. E. R. 

7.-S0FTENING OIL STONES.-Is there any process that 
will have a tendency to soften an oil stone ? I am a mechanic and have a 
great deal of trouble in getting a good oil stone, they all being too hard.-
C. R. 

a click will be heard as the pulley on the spring lever passes from off one arc 
to another, or the friction will indicate its passage, an account of which is 
l>:ept. The com bination being known, the num ber of arcs indicates the posi
tion of the tumbler,anrlbrings the slots in all the tumblers to one position. 
When this is done the knob is slightly drawn back, so that t h e ar m on the 
spindle engages with the recess in the bed tumbler: then, by turning the 
knob, th� bolt is drawn bacl� and the door is unlocked. 

SAW SE·r.-Tbis is an improvement upon an invention patentetl by the 
same inventor, Erastus Y. Clark, of New York city,April19, 1870, and which 
is calculated to supply certain defects and perfect the original device. The 
present invention consists in applying to the saw set a supporting slide for 
sustaining the saw as it moves across the aDron and anvil during the process 
of setting, by which the narrowest saw may be securely held and guided 
over the anvil to bring the teeth properly under the action of the punch. 

MA'rEItIALS FOIt FILTER.-R. J? M. wishes to know the best 
form of filter. I k'loW of nothing better than soft bricks. They will ne
cessarily be put in t:le form of a partition, laid in cement, so that the wa
ter cannot get between them, and allowing the water to pass through the 
thin way of the brick. This may color the water a little the first time the 
filter is filled, but after being pumped out, it will be perfectly clear the 
next time, if the shingles do not color it.-S., of Mass. 

S.-GLUE FOR JEWELLERS.-I wonld like to know the best 
glue to use at a watch maker's and jeweller's bench, for general purposes in 
that line of business. Also the best method of tempering lifting springs for 
watch cases.-R. K. 

g.-CEMENT FOR MENDING CUINA, GI,ASS, ETC.-Can any 
of your correspondents give me a recipe for making a cement for mending 
china, glass, etc., which will set quickly, and stand hot and cold water? I 
have tried every thing forsaie and have made quantities of cement from 
book receipts, but the result is the same. Can a cement be made with sol· 
uble glass ?-G. H. J. 

SEED PLANTER.-Judging from the activity in this class of improvemellts, 
the demand for them must be very large, and almost any invention of the 
kind that can hold its own:with those already in market, or better still, 
make decided advances on the devices already introduced, is, it would seem, 
sure of sale. The invention under notice is. like most others of its kind, a 
combination of movements designed to perform all that others h ave done , 
and to supply their deficlCncies. The combination is essentially Simple, 
and is, we judge, well calculated to secure approval from agriculturists, 
providing all necessary adjustments to adapt to different kinds of work. 

Patented by Ezra E. Chesney, of Bushnell, Ill. BLACK COLOR ON BRASS WORK.-I take pleasure in comply
ing with C. D. 's request. Thlake a strong solution of nitrate of silver in one 
di3h and of filtrate of copper in another. Mix the two together. and 
plunge in the brasa. Now heat the brass evenly till the required degree 
of dead hlackness is obtained. This is the method of producing the beau
tiful dead black, so much admired in optical instruments, and which was 
so long kept a secret by the French. -L. S. 

lO.-PRESERVATION OF BELTING.-\Vhere can I get the 
best information in regard to the use, treatment, and care of belting, especi
ally leather belting? I am troubled with the rapid wearing out of belts run
ning at high velocity. -W. L. 

l1.-:B�NA,mLTNG CAST IRON.-Will some one please give 
us, through your paper, a practical receipt for enameling cast iron, with 
such enamel as is put 0.1 kettles?-'tV., BROTHERS. 

Declined. 

COMBINED SEEDEU AND CULTIVATOR.-This invention consists in an im
proved frame on wheels adapted to receive either a cultivatin',!, planting, 
or a seed dropping device. The invention provide� for side variation to 
prevent tearing up rows in cultivating corn, furnishes a convenient seat fo r 
the driver, and places the operation entirely within his control, provides 
for turning at the ends of rows or the passage of stones, stumps, etc. ; for 
regulating the depth of drills, and supplies adjustments for adapting the CASE HARDE:"fING.-In answer to E. N, G., I would say tha t 

I have used two kinds of case hardening to good advantage. These two 
kinds I will term the quick and slow processes. The first is done by heat
ing the article you wish to harden to a red heat. and rolling it in or sprinn::
ling it with prussiate of potash j then return it to the fire and heat to a 
light red, then plunge it in water. The next or slow methort is done by 
burning scraps of leather to coal and pounding fine; then putting the ash 

n a 'Sheet iron box in layers with the article wlotich is to be hardened. Be
gin and end with t h e  coal; place the boxand contents in a sharp fire for an 
hour or an hour and a half; then dump the contents of the box into water. 
This hardening is used by many gunsmiths to produce the colors often 
seen on iron gun mountings. It may be polished, if desired.-J. H. H., of 
Mich. 

Communications upon thefollowing sUbjectshavebeen received and examined 

by the Ed,:tor, but their publicaUon is respecUuUy declined; 

machine to sowing in drills or broadcast, regulates the proportion of seed 
to the area to be sown, and in short furnishes all the appliances necessary 
to perform the operations named with facility and uniformity. The paten
tee i::l Jacob W. Webb, of New Athens, Ohio. 

BEE HIVE.-This new form of b .. e hive provides for perfect ventilation in 
summer, and protection of the bees from cold in winter, for the convenient 
abstraction of honey, and the prevention of injury to the bees from moths. 
It also provides improved support for the combs, and general facilities 
for the scientific management of bees. The details cannot well be verbally 
described. The invention has been patented by William R. Clark, ofPiqua 
Ohio. 

AMALGAMATION OF ZINC PLATES.-Let S. H. immerse h is 
zinc in sulphuric acid diluted by water to about two thirds its former 
strength, and let it remain until the dirt is removed, and then immerse in 
mercury. If the amalgamation is not perfect or nearly so, repeat the pro
�ess: but if it is not perfect, it will make no] pereeptible difference in the 

or in ofth. battery.-G. A. F. 

DISCOVERY IN HOROLOGY.-J. M. 

FIREPROOF BUILDINGS.-J. R. M. 

INCOMBUSTIBLE LUMBER.-E. C. 

PERPETUAL MOTION.-A. J. R. 
PSYCHIC FORCE.-A. M. L.-J. M. D. 
STANDARD TIME.-F. A. S. 

WAVE POWER.-U. S. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.-C. H. K.-G. H. S.-J. G.H. 

J. R. J.-J. S. G. S.-M. D. C.-T. L. V. D. -W. J. W. 

QnF.RmK�C. & H.-C. S. & .J. M.-G. W.-l.-R. Eo A. 
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PAPER FOLDING MACHINE.-This is an important invention. The foldin 
apparatus is designed to be attached to printing presses to receive the 
sheets as they are deposited by the fiy. It is impossible to describe in 
brief the ingenious mechanism which accomplishes the desired results and 
delivers the papers folded from the press j but it is simple and compact, and 
is, we judge, an important advance in this class of machinery. Mr. Rich-
ard R. Gubbins, of Troy, N. Y., aSSignor to himself, Patrick J, Fitzgerald 
ann Lewls H. Dezonche, of th.� same pln.r.e, If! the inventor. 
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